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Internet Search Image C1 Target 9
Today April 16, 2019
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One search word, I am blind to the word during the session. 

A massive brown staircase, wide stairs, brown blocks stacked on top of each other, overwhelming. 
On top of the staircase is one almost flat round object or flat object with raised top and bottom 
parts. 

I find that after this series of fails with these targets in the C1 session, my RV mind or me or logic or 
who has learned to become afraid of probing these elements, I notice a hesitation and a fear of 
going for it. It is target pools / procedures like this that give me a sense of "unlearning RV". All the 
material in this report is initial stage impressions only, there is no probed material here. 

5:19 PM End RV. 

Turns out the new search word for this session had either not copied or gotten pasted because it 
searched on the previous search image which was "food rations", so probably it did not copy the 
new word from the random word generator because I think I always open a new internet browser 
tab for each new session. So I would have pasted in the previous search word "food rations" and the 
image that showed up first was the same as the previous session target image the yellow food 
ration bars. So I retrieved a new word this time not blind, it was "dinner" and got another search 
image and it is of a meal on a table. 

My report fits better with the second image of dinner. I don't know how to grade this session 
though. I don't want to disqualify this session nor to give it a blank grade. 

Grade one to the "food rations" is zero correlation grade F. 
Grade two to the "dinner" is grade C. 
If only one grade is to be counted then the one for search word "dinner" as that was the intended 
target, even though the first image seen was the food rations bars. 

FIRST (IS PREVIOUS IMAGE): 
Image source https://www.amazon.com/Grizzly-Gear-Emergency-Food-Rations/dp/B00NGYGCH2
Image link https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/91TkZbtY1qL._SX425_.jpg

SECOND (SHOULD / COULD HAVE BEEN?): 
Image source https://www.tasteofhome.com/recipes/six-layer-dinner/



Image link https://www.tasteofhome.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Six-Layer-
Dinner_exps6019_W101973175B07_06_3bC_RMS-2.jpg

5:29 PM End session. 


